
 

Parenting from the Tree of Life 

Summary Points - Visit 6 - Chapter 6 

1. Proverbs 18:21: “Death and life are in the power of the tongue.” This verse is not speaking 
about a literal physical death, but rather, an emotional death that comes from hurtful, attacking 
words. 

2. “Death” words leave emotional legacies and scars. Even decades after the fact, a person can 
relive and feel the same emotional hurt and heartache of hurtful words, or words that betrayed 
a friendship, as if it were happening today. 

3. The patterns of words parents use and the attitudes that are reflected by those words, have a 
measured effect on a child’s immediate behavior and a cumulative effect on a child’s long-term 
emotional disposition. 

4. When your child hears Mom or Dad speaking positively about their dreams and goals, or they 
hear a parent elevate life-giving words, the tendency will be for the child to acquire these same 
attitudes for his or her life. 

5. It is precisely because parents present themselves as ever-present role models throughout their 
children’s growing up years that the prevailing moods and patterns of speech displayed by 
Mom and Dad will often become their children’s guiding light. 

6. Receiving an uplifting, handwritten note from Dad is one of the most powerful forms of 
encouragement a father can give his children, because it is one of the surest ways to let 
children know they belong in Daddy’s world. 

7. Fathers, learn to guard your tongue and tone, and learn to measure your responses according 
to the excitement on your child’s face. 

8. If a father fails to guard his tongue and tone or measure his responses according to the 
excitement on his child’s face, the child (son or daughter) will begin to doubt his own 
judgments, to disparage his own abilities, and to live in the fearful shadow of potential criticism 
should he dare to share anything new and exciting with anyone. 

9. “As the sheep is known by his bleating and the dog by his bark, so a negative person is known 
by his words.” (Epictetus, First century) 

10. If we associate with people who are angry, grumpy and discouraging, we will eventually 
become like them. It is difficult to be in control of our emotions when we spend so much time 
with people who foster the wrong emotions. 

11. Parents must learn to accentuate positive speech. If there is something you do not want your 
child to do, then communicate your desire for restraint by speaking in favor of what you want 
done. 

12. If you want to find out what is going on with your child, you need access to his or her inner 
private world. 

 



 

13. The “open window” opportunities of childhood are moments when a child invites a parent into 
his or her private world. 

14. If a father can prove himself trustworthy in the early years, such as during the “open window” 
moments, the future reward is a son or daughter who will confide in him and seek his wisdom 
and friendship. 

15. The greatest compliment or greatest regret we fathers can receive is to watch our children 
repeat with their kids the very things we did with them. Will they be passing on blessings or 
curses? Will they have gestures that reflect life and encouragement, or reflect death and 
despair? 

 


